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The Internet of Things (IoT) is an umbrella of technologies where Smart
Devices communicate with each other through the Internet for mass data
collection, enabling advanced cloud computing such as AI, Big Data,
Analytics, and Automation. At the heart of IoT, is a tiny computer that
transforms everyday objects into Smart Devices.

This workshop program centers on equipping participants with the
knowledge and confidence in using Linux as an Operating System for
simple IoT projects at home.



1 | Introduction to Linux. What is it?

2 | Build your own Virtual Machine!

3 | Exploring the Raspberry Pi OS

Linux is an Operating System, just like Windows
and MacOS, but is Open Source (means Free). It
can be used to do everything from:

Note : Its not easy to learn, but this workshop
will show you how to start using it comfortably!

 

A VM is a way to “Run a Computer inside another Computer”. This is an amazing
tool to let you experiment with different Operating Systems (such as Linux) without
buying (and potentially breaking) another PC. Some example uses:

The RPi OS is a type of Linux Operating System that is specially build to work with
the RPi board. This mini computer package is super useful in adding Computer
capabilities to your standalone Arduino projects (connecting them to the Internet
and etc.). We will explore:

Running programs like Word, Excel,
PowerPoint alternatives

Create separate “Machines” for Games, Work,
Projects and more, so they don’t interfere with
each other.

How to navigate the Desktop
environment of the OS

Use the Internet to access all your Email,
Websites, and Social Media

Learn about the core systems needed in a PC,
so you know how to choose the right parts
when you build your own PC one day.

How to install and uninstall programs

Run games

Run an “army” of computers on your home
network!

Try out some of the common useful
programs and games

 How to add real devices like Pendrives and
even an Arduino to your computer (and
connect it to the virtual RPi OS).

Do programming in Scratch, MBlock, Python,
C++ and more 

The Workshop consists of an online session, and an (optional)
part 2. Here's what you'll explore!

Part 1 : Online (via Zoom) on August 20th, 9AM - 12:30PM (Sat)



By the end of Session 1, you will be fully equipped to create and use RPi OS
“machines” on your computer and build your Linux experience before using
the real Raspberry Pi mini-computer. To get to the next level, you are
encouraged to join Part 2 where you will learn how to use the Raspberry Pi
hardware in our Lab.

You will receive a certificate for completing Part 1: Intro to Raspberry Pi
Virtual Machine

If you attend Part 2, you will receive another certificate for completing the
whole programme - Part 2 : Mini-Computing for IoT at Home

1. Hands-on Introduction to a real Raspberry Pi mini-computer. Learn how to:

2. How to combine Raspberry Pi and an Arduino. You can start creating
simple electronics projects and control them through the Raspberry Pi. This
combination is widely used in things like Smart Home Control, security
systems, auto-gates and more.

3. Building your first IoT project, where you can remotely control your
electronics project on your Smartphone, using the Raspberry Pi as a
command center. 

- Identify the various types of Raspberry Pi computers.
- Download and setup the RPi OS into microSD card before installing into the board.
- Connect the board to be used directly as a Desktop Computer or a Remote Computer.
- How to safely turn it On and Off, as well as what to do if you run into trouble.

Optional Part 2: Hybrid (at A303 (IoT Lab), Swinburne University Sarawak
Campus (Location) on 27 August 2022 at 9.00AM to 12.30PM

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Swinburne+University+of+Technology+Sarawak+Campus/@1.5323075,110.3549845,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x31fba70b11e02ce7:0x69cbf290cfd24bb7!8m2!3d1.5323021!4d110.3571732?shorturl=1


Workshop Requirements

Registration

1. For Part 1 (Online) - Your own laptop and good Internet Connection

This workshop is open to all Secondary School Students (Form 1 – 6 or
equivalent) and Educators too. Register here: 

3. Basic Knowledge on Arduino is Recommended but not Compulsory

2. For Part 2 (Physical) – Your own laptop (preferably running Windows
but MacOS is okay)

https://forms.gle/6dQyQAbqu5Usjnu66

For more information, please contact me (Dr. Mark Tee Kit Tsun) at
mtktsun@swinburne.edu.my or (WhatsApp) 016-8413222.
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